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Abstract

The logic of conditionals (and, especially, of subjunctiveor
counterfactual conditionals) is a long-standing problem for
the theory of common sense reasoning and philosophical
logic. In this paper, I explore commonalities between the
logical accounts of the conditional involving “closeness”re-
lations over possible worlds and work in the logic of action
and change that attempts to characterize the situation thatre-
sults from the performance of an action. I will try to show that
the latter approaches readily generalize to the case of condi-
tionals (with suitably restricted antecedents), and that they fill
a gap in the earlier, more abstract work on conditional logic.

This is an abbreviated version for the CSR-07 workshop.

Stalnaker’s and Lewis’ conditional logics
Counterfactual conditionals are a prominent and pervasive
part of common sense reasoning,1 but accounting for their
meaning has been a long-standing problem in philosophy
and logic.

In the late 1960s (Stalnaker 1968; Stalnaker & Thomason
1970) and early 1970s (Lewis 1973), theories of condition-
als were developed using the possible worlds approach to
modal logic. These theories appealed to “closeness” rela-
tions over possible worlds. Stalnaker’s semantics in effect
posited a well-ordering�w over worlds with respect to an
initial world w, with w as a least element. A conditional
φ>ψ is true atw if and only ifψ is true at the closest world
to w in which φ is true, if there is any such world; other-
wise,φ > ψ is true atw. To put it another way, a Stalnaker
frame includes a selection functions that for each worldw
and antecedentφ selects the worlds(w, φ) that results from
changingw so as to makeφ true. The completeness theorem
in (Stalnaker & Thomason 1970) shows how to recover ap-
propriate well-orderings in canonical models of the axioms
for conditional logic provided in that paper.

Lewis’ semantics is more complicated; the chief differ-
ence between it and Stalnaker’s is that(φ>ψ) ∨ (φ>¬ψ)
(Conditional Excluded Middle) is valid in Stalnaker’s logic,
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* Thanks to the referees of this paper for helpful comments.
1(McCarthy & Costello 1999) makes this point well.

but is invalid in Lewis’.2

Although there has been much discussion in the subse-
quent literature over the details of the semantics, and espe-
cially over the semantic differences between indicative and
subjunctive conditionals, logics along these lines remainthe
standard approach to subjunctive conditionals. Many peo-
ple (if not a majority) still defend Stalnaker’s original claim
that there is one semantics for all conditionals, and that the
differences between subjunctive and indicative conditionals
are pragmatic. But even if these people are right, the differ-
ences between indicative (or epistemic) and subjunctive (or
causal) conditionals are significant, and play an important
role in reasoning.

In this paper, I will work with Stalnaker’s semantics and
will confine myself to subjunctive or causal conditionals.3

But a good deal of what I will say could be adapted to other
logics of conditionals.

An epistemological problem
Work on causal conditionals prior to WW2 consisted, for
the most part, of attempts to provide a philosophical analy-
sis. In a landmark paper (Goodman 1955) dating to 1946,
Nelson Goodman presented the problems confronting such
an analysis so devastatingly that these attempts were largely
abandoned.

I don’t have space here to examine Goodman’s arguments.
They deal mainly with a single example—‘If that match had
been scratched it would have lighted’—and show that at-
tempts to provide an analysis either bog down or prove to
be circular. The problems that Goodman raises are, I be-
lieve, genuine, although his methodological assumptions are
flawed in some fundamental ways, and he tends to exagger-
ate the difficulties.

The logical solutions of the 1960s and 1970s end-run
Goodman’s problem, rather than meeting it head-on. They
provide abstract conditions on modal models for condition-
als rather than analyses. Actually constructing the Stalnaker

2Therefore, Lewis uses a partial order over worlds, while Stal-
naker uses a total order. The complexity of Lewis’ semantic con-
ditions have to do with his treatment of the “limit assumption” and
are not relevant to the present project.

3Although these conditionals are connected with subjunctive
mood in some languages, the connection is tenuous in English.
From here on, I will call them “causal conditionals.”



selection function for a particular domain would raise prob-
lems like Goodman’s, but this construction is not needed to
define a notion of logical consequence. You could say (and
many of the people who adopted these theories did say) that
they provide a solution to the logical problem of condition-
als, but avoid the epistemological problem of conditionals.

Despite the success of the logical theories, I believe that
most of us involved in this episode realized that there was a
gap. For instance, a number of papers were published crit-
icizing the logical theories by pointing out that condition-
als do not align with the closest world, if “closest” is mea-
sured by apparent overall similarity. (On this interpretation,
worlds that could not be perceptually distinguished would
be very close; worlds that are very different in many impor-
tant ways would be far apart.) Since small actions can have
sweeping effects, this crude notion of closeness will obvi-
ously not work for causal conditionals. The obvious answer
to this objection is that the closeness that is appropriate for
causal conditionals is not based on superficial similarity.But
if you try to supplement this with a positive, specific, con-
structive account of the correct notion of “similarity,” you
re-encounter Goodman’s problems.

You can try (and people have tried) to produce such an
account using philosophical methods, but I believe that this
project exceeds the capacity of the methods that have been
traditionally used in philosophy, and that still prevail inthe
field.

The literature in AI and CSR
AI has its own (much smaller) literature on conditionals;
(Ginsberg 1986; Ortiz, Jr. 1999b; 1999a) are especially
noteworthy. I do not have space here to discuss this work; it
contains many good ideas, but I believe that it is flawed by a
failure to carefully distinguish between causal and epistemo-
logical conditionals. And without making this distinction, it
is hard to see the relevance of work on action and change to
conditionals. As far as I know, the closest work in the AI
literature to the approach I adopt here is (Pearl 2000). Pearl
uses a very different, statistical framework, and the similar-
ities lie mainly in the basic motivating ideas.

Using an action logic to model simple
conditionals

I want to argue here that the AI literature on formalisms for
action and change provides a solution to the epistemological
problem of causal conditionals by allowing selection func-
tions for these conditionals to be constructed for nontrivial
domains. Work in this area over the last 20 years has in
fact addressed the major methodological problems raised by
Goodman. The methodology that has emerged in AI is sim-
ilar in some ways to philosophical analysis, but by concen-
trating on reasoning about action and change it has turned a
notorious philosophical stumbling block into an incremental
research program. Most important for this success, I believe,
are the use of special-purpose logics designed to overcome
formalization difficulties, and of limited domains and bench-
mark problems as testing grounds for ideas.

Language and Models

The remainder of this paper illustrates how an action-and-
change logic can provide models for conditionals.

I will use the “causal rule” approach of (Giunchigliaet al.
2004), which has the advantage of being relatively simple,
while at the same time it incorporates a causal update mech-
anism that is general enough to extend to conditionals. Also,
axiomatizations of moderately large domains have been un-
dertaken in connection with this formalism, and this paper—
brief as it is—should make a convincing case that these ax-
iomatizations could be fairly easily adapted to provide se-
mantics for conditionals. However, other approaches, such
as the Event Calculus (Kowalski & Sergot 1986) or GoLog
(Reiter 2001) could have been used as well, and these would
have made other domain axiomatizations available.4

Recall that, on Stalnaker’s approach, a model for proposi-
tional conditional logic consists of (1) A setW of possible
worlds, (2) an assignmentV of a subsetV (p) of W to each
atomic formulap, and (3) a functions from formulas and
e-worlds to e-worlds. (An e-world is either a member ofW
or a designated “absurd world”ω. The absurd world is not a
world—it is a convenient way of managing inconsistent an-
tecedents.) Our project here is to use the apparatus of this
causal logic to define an appropriates.

I will begin with a special case, in which the antecedents
of conditionals are action declarations. I will work with
propositional languages that are based on a set of actions
and a set of propositional actions. The simplest such lan-
guage is closed under boolean operations and has a single
action as the antecedent of a conditional. This simplification
confines the theory tofirst-degreeformulas, in which there
is no nesting of conditionals.

Specializing Stalnaker’s selection function semantics for
conditionals to this case requires us to take time into con-
sideration and to accommodate the fact that counterfactual
transitions are driven by actions rather than by arbitrary for-
mulas. First, we reinterpret the worlds of our models tempo-
rally, as world-time pairs. For our simple languages, which
have no tense operators, this requires no formal changes; in
fact, we will simply construe the elements ofW as world-
time pairs, even though we continue to speak of them as
worlds. (More often, I will simply call them points.”) Sec-
ond, the selection function will now take worlds and actions
into worlds. Such a function, of course, is exactly what is
delivered by a deterministic action logic.

Definition 1. The languageAC0.
Let A andP be disjoint sets. Then (1) any member ofP
is a formula ofAC0; (2) ⊥ is a formula ofAC0; (3) if φ
andψ are formulas ofAC0 thenφ → ψ is a formula of
AC0; and (4) ifa ∈ A andφ is a formula ofAC0 then
a>φ is a formula ofAC0.
The full set of boolean operators can be defined in the

usual way; for instance,¬φ is φ→ ⊥. > is¬⊥.

4For instance, an adaptation of the Event Calculus similar to
the one described here of the Causal Calculus, in connectionwith
Shanahan’s solution to the Egg Cracking Problem (Shanahan 2001)
would deliver a semantics for conditionals in that domain.



Definition 2. Worlds, extended worlds, frames.
Whereω is a designated nonelement ofW , W+ isW ∪
{ω}. A Stalnaker framefor AC0 is a pair〈W, s〉, where
W is a nonempty set ands is a function fromW × A to
W+.
Usually in modal logic, we postulate a frame as part of a

model and then go on to investigate validity. Here the prob-
lem is toconstructthe frame from a theory that lends itself
to the formalization of challenging domains.

In reconstructing a semantics for conditional logic, we are
committed to a modal syntax in which worlds are not named
or built into atomic formulas. This difference between con-
ditional logic and the language and formalization style of
(Giunchigliaet al. 2004) will require some changes to the
presentation of the Causal Calculus, in which some elements
of the theory are shifted from the syntax to the semantics.5

We begin with an adaptation of the fundamental elements
of the Causal Logic approach: causal theories, interpreta-
tions, and models.

Causal rules are like the rules of (Giunchigliaet al. 2004),
but are indexed with actions.

Definition 3. Causal rule, causal theory.
Whereφ andψ are propositional formulas ofAC0 anda
is an action,ψ ⇐ [a]φ is anAC0 causal rule. An AC0

causal theoryis a setT of AC0 causal rules.
In (Giunchigliaet al. 2004), interpretations are tempo-

rally global, in the sense that they interpret a language with
formulas indexed to many timepoints. Our modal adapta-
tion is confined to transitions—temporally adjacent pairs of
points—so we can split the interpretations of (Giunchiglia
et al. 2004) into two interpretations, one for the initial point
of the transition and one for the point that ensues when an
actiona is performed.

Definition 4. P-interpretation of a language.
A propositional interpretation or p-interpretationI of
AC0 is a pair〈I1, I2〉 of subsets ofP .

Definition 5. Satisfaction by a P-interpretation.
Whereφ is a propositional formula ofAC0 I1 |= φ and
I2 |= φ are defined in the familiar way.

Definition 6. ∆(T, I, a).
Let T be a causal theory, letI = 〈I1, I2〉 be a p-
interpretation, and leta ∈ A. Then∆(T, I, a) =
{ψ / I1 |= φ for some causal ruleψ ⇐ [a]φ ∈ T }.

Definition 7. Model of a causal theory and actiona.
Let T be a causal theory, letI be a p-interpretation of
AC0, and leta ∈ A. I is amodelof T for a iff I2 |= φ
for all φ ∈ ∆(T, I, a).

Definition 8. Causal model of a causal theory and actiona.
Let T be a causal theory anda ∈ A. A causal modelor
c-modelof aT for a in AC0 is a p-interpretationI of AC0

that is a unique model ofT .
The crucial idea of satisfaction in a c-model, and how

c-models deliver a nonmonotonic logical consequence rela-
tion, are well explained in (Giunchigliaet al. 2004) (where
c-models simply called “models”).

5Alternatively, we could, of course, work with a hybrid formal-
ization of conditional logic.

A simple example
We will work with the match-lighting domain of (Goodman
1955). There are two matches, which can be wet or dry, lit
or unlit, and struck or unstruck; oxygen can be present or
not. There are two striking actions, one for each match.

In Causal Logic, constraints on the initial conditions are
stated contrapositively; a causal axiom of the form⊥ ⇐
[a]¬φ requiresφ to hold in the initial state. To axiomatize
a complete world, we begin with an intended initial inter-
pretationI1 and letWorld[a](I1) be {⊥ ⇐ [a]¬η / η ∈
I1} ∪ {⊥ ⇐ [a]η / η 6∈ I1}. These axioms guarantee that
the initial world will matchI1.

The following axioms aim at an initial state in which oxy-
gen is present and both matches are dry, unlit, and unstruck.
They give the dynamics for the action of striking the first
match. The axioms assume that a match that has been struck
will not light if struck again; this is an oversimplification,
but I don’t believe we can do better in the context of a deter-
ministic framework without introducing a hidden variable.

See p. 6 for Figure 1

The intended model isI = 〈I1, I2〉, where:
I1 = {oxygen,dry1,dry2,¬lit1,¬lit2,

¬struck1,¬struck2}
I2 = {oxygen,dry1,dry2, liti,¬lit2,

struck1,¬struck2}
In this example,
∆(T, I,strike1) = {oxygen,dry1,dry2,¬lit2,

lit1,struck1,¬struck2}.
Therefore,I2 |= ∆(T, I,strike1), so thatI modelsT .

We now show thatI is unique. LetI ′ = 〈I ′1, I
′

2〉, and
suppose thatI |= T . Then:
I ′1 |= {dry1,dry2,oxygen,¬struck1,¬struck2,

¬lit1,¬lit2}.
Therefore,∆(T, I ′,strike1) = {oxygen,dry1,dry2,
lit1,¬lit2,struck1,¬struck2}. So I=I’, andI is

a model ofT .
The axiomatization of the domain is easily completed

with analogous axioms forstrike2. We now show how
to generate a Stalnaker frame forAC0 from the causal ax-
ioms.

To simplify matters, we will identify worlds with consis-
tent, complete sets of literals—i.e., with consistent setsof
literals that contain each literal or its negation. In particular,
we are interested in the following worlds.

w0 : {dry1,dry2,oxygen,¬struck1,
¬struck2,¬lit1,¬lit2}

w1 : {dry1,dry2,oxygen,struck1,¬struck2,
lit1,¬lit2}

w2 : {dry1,dry2,oxygen,¬struck1,struck2,
¬lit1,lit2}

w3 : {dry1,dry2,oxygen,struck1,struck2,
lit1,lit2}

The axioms induce the following Stalnaker selection
function over these worlds.

See p. 6 for Figure 2



The selection function that emerges from this treatment
deals in a principled way with the main problems raised in
(Goodman 1955). It provides a well-motivated formaliza-
tion that corresponds well to intuitive judgments about what
would happen if the match were struck in a domain that in-
cludes the variables with which Goodman was concerned,
and does so in a way that can be extended to wider domains.

Of course, the formalization is not entirely problem-free.
(1) Other factors that are not included in the model may
prevent the striking action from succeeding. (2) When one
match is lit, it may set off the other match. (3) If a match
fails to strike at first, it may light when struck again. (4)
When a match is lit, it stays lit briefly—the fluentlit1 is
inertial for only for a short, indefinite period of time.

All of these problems are considered in the literature on
logics of action and change. Problem (1) is the qualification
problem. As a practical problem in axiomatization, it can be
dealt with using a nonmonotonic logic, so that new qualifica-
tions can be treated as additional axioms, without withdraw-
ing previous axioms. Problem (2) can be dealt with by in-
troducing a new fluent tracking the closeness of the matches
when struck. Problem (3), which was already mentioned,
may call for a nondeterministic model. Problem (4) seems to
call for fairly sweeping changes, perhaps introducing intro-
ducing ideas from qualitative (or even quantitative) physics
into the model.

Of these problems, Goodman mentions only the first. He
seems to regard it as obviously insoluble, but gives no argu-
ments about why it can’t be dealt with systematically.

Causal theories are used in the account of condi-
tionals, and these theories involve rules likedry1 ⇐
[strike1]dry1, which look like conditionals. This does
not introduce a circularity into the account—causal rules are
very different from causal conditionals. The success of this
approach depends on how well motivated Causal Logic is,
and on whether it can be successfully used to model large
causal domains.

Modeling more complex conditionals with
action logic

The languageAC0 is very impoverished, even though it cov-
ers Goodman’s showcase example. In particular, it doesn’t
allow us to put formulas into the antecedents of condition-
als, or to formulate examples of the inference patterns that
characterize conditional logics. For instance, we can’t for-
mulate instances ofstrengthening the antecedent: fromp>r
to infer (p ∧ q)>r.

We now turn to a logicAC1, which—although it is still
a fragment of conditional logic—is considerably more ex-
pressive thanAC0.

Definition 9. The languageAC1.
Let A andP be disjoint sets. Then (1) any member ofP
is a formula ofAC1; (2) ⊥ is a formula ofAC1; (3) if φ
andψ are formulas ofAC1 thenφ → ψ is a formula of
AC1; and (4) ifa ∈ A andη1, . . . , ηn are literals ofAC1

thenη1, . . . , ηn, a>ψ are formulas ofAC1.
The antecedents of conditionals inAC1, which consist

in part of a conjunction of literals, require us to consider

counterfactual transitions that are induced by declarative hy-
potheses rather than by actions: hypotheses like (i) ‘If this
match were wet, the other match would be wet’ or even like
(ii) ‘If this match were wet, it wouldn’t light if struck’.

The counterfactual transitions needed for (ii) can be de-
composed into two steps: (1) from the initial pointw0 to a
pointw1 that is “simultaneous”6 with thew0, but that differs
fromw0 in satisfying a specified conjunction of literals, and
(2) fromw1 to the pointw2 that results from performing a
given action inw1.

The second sort of transition we have already dealt
with. And ideas from action and change formalisms can be
adapted to the first transition. Although these transitionsare
not induced by actions, the changes that are constructed in
formalisms like Causal Logic are actually produced not by
the actions themselves, but by the immediate causal conse-
quences of these actions. In general, they would be recorded
in the form of axioms of the form

(Preconds(a)∧ InitialConds(a, η)) → η,

wherePreconds(a) formulates the preconditions ofa and
InitialConds(a, η) the initial conditions under whichη will
be directly caused by a performance ofa.

The antecedent of a subjunctive conditional explicitly
states the “direct causal consequences,” so the need for pre-
conditions and initial conditions in these axioms drops out,
and, where an antecedent contains a literalη, all we need is
an axiom saying thatη holds in the ensuing point.7

To accommodate these ideas in a version of the Causal
Calculus, we need two sorts of causal laws and three-part
interpretations. Below, I present only the definitions that
need to be amended in passing toAC1.
Definition 10. Causal rule, causal theory.

Whereφ andψ are propositional formulas ofAC0, a
is an action, andη1, . . . , ηn are literals,ψ ⇐ [a]φ and
ψ ⇐ [η1, . . . , ηn]φ areAC1 causal rules. AnAC1 causal
theoryis a setT of causal rules.

Definition 11. P-interpretation of a language.
An ACi p-interpretationI of AC0 is a triple〈I1, I2, I3〉
of subsets ofP .

Definition 12. ∆1(T, I, {η1, . . . , ηn}).
∆1(T, I, {η1, . . . , ηn}) = {η1, . . . , ηn}∪
{ψ / I1 |= φ for some causal rule

ψ ⇐ [η1, . . . , ηn]φ ∈ T }.

Definition 13. ∆2(T, I, a).
WhereT is a causal theory,I = 〈I1, I2, I3〉 is a p-
interpretation, anda ∈ A, ∆2(T, I, a) =
{ψ / I2 |= φ for some causal ruleψ ⇐ [a]φ ∈ T }.

Definition 14. Model of anAC1 causal theory and actiona.
LetT be anAC1 causal theory, letI be a p-interpretation
of AC1, let η1, . . . , ηn be literals, and leta ∈ A. I is
a modelof T for η1, . . . , ηn and a iff I2 |= φ for all
φ ∈ ∆1(T, I, a) andI3 |= φ for all φ ∈ ∆2(T, I, a).

6This can be an abstract simultaneity relation—we do not need
to resort to a temporal metric. For a general treatment of condition-
als and time, see (Thomason & Gupta 1980).

7This idea is similar to Pearl’s characterization of counterfac-
tuals using “principled minisurgery” operatorsdo(X = x). See
(Pearl 2000,§7.1).



Notice that the “causal effects” declarative transitions are
built into Definition 12.

Our intuitions about declarative counterfactual transitions
are somewhat less robust that those about action transitions,
probably because we have in general a good idea ofhowan
action will take place. (Does a condition like ‘If that wet
match were dry’ envisage a state in which it never became
wet, or a state in which it was somehow dried after it became
wet?) Nevertheless, we do have clear enough intuitions to
write axioms, and I believe that the model I have proposed
will deliver pretty good results.

To illustrate these ideas, we extend the match domain
to include a new fluenttogether, tracking whether the
matches are together. There are also two new actions, which
spill water on the matches. This will allow us to introduce
some ramifications; we suppose that if the matches are to-
gether, both will be wet if either would be wet.

Because of space limitations, the extended theory must be
sketched. The following is a sample of the required axioms.8

See p. 6 for Figure 3

With these axioms, for instance, we satisfy the conditional
‘If match 2 were wet and the matches were together, then
match 1 would be wet’, and ‘If match 2 were wet and the
matches were together and match 1 were struck, then match
2 would not be lit’.

Concluding remarks
In providing a selection function, this approach fills another
gap left open by the bare possible worlds semantics for con-
ditionals, by explaining the truth of “inertial” conditionals,
such as ‘If match 1 were struck then match 2 would (still) be
dry’, which is true when match 2 is dry.

However, it provides a selection function only for a frag-
ment of even the language of first-degree conditionals. To
complete the first-degree semantics, we would need to have
a function taking a set of alternative conjunctions of literals
into a single preferred alternative. I don’t see at the moment
how to generate such preferences in a principled way.9

Extending the theory to deal with past counterfactuals like
‘If I had struck the match it would have lit’ seems more
promising. These conditionals seem to be true if the cor-
responding present counterfactual was true at an appropriate
time. ‘If I had struck the match it would have lit’ is true
now if at a previous time, ‘If I were to strike the match it
would light’ is true. We have already given an account of
the latter conditionals. So (roughly) we can say that a past
counterfactuala > φ is true in case at (say) the closest state
in the past at which the preconditions ofa hold,φ is true at
a point simultaneous with the present along a counterfactual
history beginning with the performance ofa, and resembling

8These axioms are schemes: ‘oxygen ⇐ [L]oxygen if
¬oxygen 6∈ L’ for instance, stands for a set of axioms, one for
each setL of literals such that¬oxygen 6∈ L’.

9Disjunctive antecedents are often used by skeptics who ques-
tion the meaningfulness of conditionals. Quine asks: “If Bizet and
Verdi had been compatriots, would Verdi have been French or Bizet
have been Italian?

in some way the actual history. The main problem here is
figuring out how to make the resemblance precise.

With declarative counterfactual axioms, we are faced in
the worst case with an axiom for each set of literals in the
language. The resulting explosion of axioms is probably
the most worrisome problem with the approach that I have
sketched here. But the problem is not specific to the ap-
proach I have undertaken here—any attempt to construct a
selection function will encounter it, because of the invalidity
of weakening the antecedent.

Nevertheless we can reason effectively with counterfac-
tuals in many commonsense domains. I believe this is be-
cause counterfactual independence conditions are legitimate
in these cases. Hopefully, these independence conditions
can be used to keep the reasoning from becoming hopelessly
intractable in realistic domains. Causal graphs might be used
for this purpose, but I have not yet explored this line of in-
quiry.
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Fluents: oxygen, lit1, lit2, dry1, dry2, struck1, struck2

Actions: strike1, strike2

IntendedI1: {dry1,dry2,oxygen,¬struck1,¬struck2,¬lit1,¬lit2}

Initial conditions: World[(]I1)

Inertial axioms: oxygen⇐ [strike1]oxygen
¬oxygen⇐ [strike1]¬oxygen
dry1 ⇐ [strike1]dry1

¬dry1 ⇐ [strike1]¬dry1

dry2 ⇐ [strike1]dry2

¬dry2 ⇐ [strike1]¬dry2

struckii⇐ [strike1]struckii
¬struck2 ⇐ [strike1]¬struck2

lit2 ⇐ [strike1]lit2

¬lit2 ⇐ [strike1]¬lit2

Change Axioms: struck1 ⇐ [strike1]¬struck1

lit1 ⇐ [strike1]oxygen,dry1,¬struck1

Figure 1: Axioms for the simple match domain
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Figure 2: Selection function for the simple match domain

New fluents: together
New Actions: spill1, spill2, separate

IntendedI1: {dry1,dry2,oxygen,¬struck1,¬struck2,¬lit1,¬lit2,together}

Initial condits: World[(]I1)

New inertial axs: oxygen⇐ [L]oxygen if ¬oxygen 6∈ L
¬oxygen⇐ [L]¬oxygen if oxygen 6∈ L
dry1 ⇐ [L]dry1 if ¬dry1 6∈ L and{together,¬dry2} 6∈ L

New change Axs: ¬dry2 ⇐ [spill2]>
¬together⇐ [separate]together
¬dry1 ⇐ [L]dry1 if {together,¬dry2} ⊆ L}.

Figure 3: Partial axioms for the extended match domain


